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Abstract
Computationalmodels for activation assessment in deep brain stimulation (DBS) are commonly
based on neuronal cable equations. The aimwas to systematically compare the activation distance
between a single cablemodel implemented inMATLAB, and awell-established double cablemodel
implemented inNEURON. Bothmodels have previously been used forDBS studies. Thefield
distributions generated from a point source and a 3389DBS leadwere applied to the neuronmodels as
input stimuli. Simulations (n=670)were performedwith intersecting axon diameters (D) between
themodels (2.0, 3.0, 5.7, 7.3, 8.7, 10.0 μm), variation in pulse shape and amplitude settings (0 to 5 in
increments of 0.5 mAorV)with the single cablemodel as reference. Bothmodels responded linearly
to change of input (point source: 0.93<R2<0.99, DBS source: R2>0.98), but with a systematic
extended activation distance for the single cablemodel. The difference for a point source ranged from
−0.2mm (D=2.0 μm) to−1.1mm (D=5.7 μm). For theDBS lead aD=3.2 μmagreedwith the
commonly used double cable simulationsD=5.7 μmin voltagemode. Possible reasons for the
deviation at larger axons are the internodal length, the ion channel selection and physiological data
behind themodels. The single cablemodel covers a continuous range of small axon diameters and
calculated the internodal length for each iteration, whereas the double cablemodels usesfixed defined
axon diameters and tabulated data for the internodal length. Despite different implementations and
model complexities, bothmodels present similar sensitivity to pulse shape, amplitude and axon
diameter.With awareness of the strength andweakness bothmodels can be used to extract activation
distance used to relate a specific electric field isolevel and thus estimate the volume of tissue activated
inDBS simulation studies.

1. Introduction

In deep brain stimulation (DBS) therapy [1, 2] neuron
models are used to further the understanding of the
interaction mechanism between neurons and external
stimulation. Neuron models can be applied as a
physical model [3] or as computational models of
varying complexity [4–12].

The most commonly used cable model for DBS
simulations is a double cable model introduced by
McIntyre et al in 2004 [5, 13]. It is built on a single
cable model by implementing a second network of
resistive and capacitive electrical elements which are
used to mimic the electrical behavior of the myelin.
The double cablemodel has been applied in numerous

DBS studies mostly with a fixed axon diameter of
5.7 μm [14–16], and is implemented in NEURON®. A
single cable model was presented in 2015 by Åström
et al [10]. It was developed specifically for application
in DBS simulations and implemented in MATLAB®.
This single cable model allows for flexibility and a
continuous range of small axon diameters. Single cable
simulations create the base for selection of isofield levels
which are used in presentation of patient-specific finite
element method (FEM) simulations of the electric field
around activeDBS contacts [9, 10, 17].

When performing patient-specific FEM-DBS
simulations it is of high interest to investigate the axo-
nal activation distance and the volume of axonal tissue
activated (Volume of Tissue Activated - VTA)[12].
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The second derivative of the potential is frequently
used to calculate theVTA fromFEM simulations com-
binedwith the double cable neuronmodel simulations
in NEURON®[16]. Åström et al, proposed that the
potential’s first derivative i.e. the electric field (EF) also
can be used to approximate the activation distance and
the VTA for specific axon diameters, pulse widths, and
stimulation amplitude, thus without the need to cou-
ple axon models to the FEM solution[10]. Instead, a
fixed EF isolevel is used for visualization of the activa-
tion distance. In this approach the isolevel is selected
based on single cable model simulations of presumed
axon diameters in the anatomical brain region of
interest, and the DBS pulse width settings for the DBS
lead in use [9, 10]. Since the isolevel setting for a spe-
cific FEM simulation is based on previous studies
using single cable model simulations, validation
against the existing accepted double cable model is
required. Åström et al, [10] has previously carried out
limited analysis where the activation threshold for a
few fixed isolevels were compared with data from
Kuncel et al [18] and Madler and Coenen [19], and
found good agreement. The output results from the
single cable model were also compared with extracted
figure curve data from McIntyre, (Figure 6 from
Åström et al [10]). However, the two cable models
have not yet been systematically compared based on
fullmodel simulations.

The aim of the study was to perform an extensive
simulation comparison between the single and double
cable neuronmodels with respect to sensitivity in acti-
vation distance by using parameters typically used in
DBS applications. Both models were simulated using
the same source input and parameters, i.e. axon dia-
meter, pulse shape and width, as well as stimulation
amplitudes.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Single cablemodel
The single cable model (Model I), was developed to
mimic the physiological parameters of mammalian
nerves with axon diameters ranging from 1.5 μm to
10 μm for DBS stimulation studies [10]. Model I,
which is used as the reference in this work, was
constructed as an axonal segment composed of 21
sequential nodes of Ranvier (figures 1(a), (b)).

The relationships between the axon diameter
referring to the myelin outer diameter, D (μm), inter-
nodal distance, L (μm), internodal axon inner dia-
meter, d (μm) and g-ratio defined in equations (1) to
(3) were based on statistical averages from physiologi-
cal data [20–23] as presented inÅström et al [10].
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The electrical equivalent components used to
build the cable model are based on equations (4) and
(5). The right-hand side of equation (4) is the second
spatial discrete derivative along the extracellular
potential Ve at the nodes of Ranvier according to
equation (5).
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The leftmost term of equation (5) defines the capa-
citive membrane current at each position n, which is
proportional to the total capacitanceCn along the fiber
over time, withmembrane potentialVm,n at each posi-
tion n. The second term is the sum of the membrane
ionic currents for each contributing ion at each node:
slow and fast potassium (K+), fast sodium (N+) and
leakage currents including those under the myelin
(figure 1(b)). The third term defines the axial con-
ductivity Ga between segments and the second deriva-
tive of the membrane potential ∆ V .m n

2
, A parameter

summary is found in table 1. Details of the full axon
model and morphometric data used for construction
can be found in the appendix to [10].

Model I was implemented as a MATLAB® script
(R2015b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). For this
implementation, the internal fifth order ordinary diff-
erential equation solver (ode15s) fromMATLAB® was
used. Model variables were constrained to axon dia-
meters between 1.5 to 10 μm, pulse widths of 30 to
240 μs, and stimulation amplitude between 0 and 5 in
increments of in 0.5 units, (mAorV).

2.2.Double cablemodel
The structure and equivalent electrical schematic of
the double cable neuronmodel (Model II) is presented
in figures 1(c), (d)where design details are described in
[5]. As this neuron model is well established only a
brief description is given in this paper. This model is
focused on the axonal process and is based on spinal
motor neuron configurations. The axonal process is
split into four parts: myelin attachment segments,
MYSA, paranode main segments, FLUT, internode
segments, STIN, and nodes of Ranvier. Each segment in
turn has multiple geometric and electric properties,
such as length, diameter, and number of lamellar
wraps (where applicable) figure 1(c). There is a total of
11 compartments in one axonal process (6×STIN,
2×FLUT, 2×MYSA, 1×node of Ranvier). Model
II input parameters include myelin outer diameter,
number of wraps of myelin, diameter of the FLUT,
diameter at the node, STIN length makes up the
balance of the internodal length i.e. the myelin length
outside of the FLUT andMYSA region. In contrast to
Model I, Model II implements the slow K+, fast Na+

2
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and persistent Na+ ion channels figure 1(d). Para-
meters are summarized in table 1. A detailed definition
of the parameters is found in [6].

Model II was implemented in NEURON® (release
7.3, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA) [24]. The
original model was modified to couple the field

Figure 1.Drawings of the physical simplification and electricalmodels used for simulation. (a)Two segments of a single cablemodel,
Model I showing themyelin, axon and internodal length used in creating the electrical equivalent circuit in (b). Two segments of the
double cablemodelModel II (c), showing the additional periaxonal space, and four compartmentsmaking up the electrical equivalent
circuit in (d). Parameters forModel II: internodal axolammelar capacitance (Ci),myelin capacitance (Cm), node of Ranvier capacitance
(Cn), axon diameter undermyelin (d), outermyelin diameter (D), paranodalmain segments (FLUT), axoplasm conductivity (Ga),
internodal axolammelar conductivity (Gi), myelin conductivity (Gm), periaxonal space (Gp), conductivity of fast potassium channels
(Kf), conductivity of slowpotassium channels (Ks), myelin sheath length (L), conductivity of leakage current (Lk), paranodalmyelin
attachment segment (MYSA), conductivity of fast sodium channels (Naf), conductivity of persistent sodium channels (Nap),
conductivity of slow sodium channels (Nas), intermodal segments (STIN),Membrane resting potential (Vrest),Membrane potential
(Vm), and ion source potential (Vx)where x is replacedwith the letters Lk ,Kf ,Ks ,Naf ,Nap orNas associated to their respective
conductivity channels.
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distribution to the extracellular model compartments
and to automatically record action potential (AP)
spike generation to assess the impact of external sti-
mulation. Using the native Python interface of
NEURON®, theminimum required stimulation ampl-
itude to elicit an AP at a given axon location was deter-
mined using a bisectionmethod. Axon diameters were
limited to values of 5.7, 7.3, 8.7, 10.0, 11.5, 12.8, 14.0,
15.0, 16.0 μm. Among these, 5.7 μm has been the
most commonly used in DBS simulations. Additional
diameters (2.0 and 3.0 μm)were added as these are not
a part of the original Model II configuration [5, 25],
but included in the range of the single cable model,
Model I. The same pulse width and stimulation ampl-
itude settingswere used as forModel I.

2.3. Electricfieldmodel
Both models require electrical potential as input. The
electric field was modeled for both the point source
and the 3389DBS lead. The sourcemodels were driven
by an external stimulus (current or voltage). A set of
potentials were extracted from the electric field
distribution. The amplitudes in the extracted poten-
tials is modulated by a time dependent envelope that
defines the pulse shape. Just as a neuron interacts with
the potentials from the stimulating source in tissue,
e.g. DBS lead, the neuron models interact with the

time dependent modulated potentials that are
extracted from the FEM simulations. The potentials
were sampled along parallel lines on the xy plane upon
which the axon is oriented, and perpendicular to the
lead axis (figure 2). The neuron models use compart-
ments to segment the axon (figure 1). The physical
position of each compartment is dependent on axon
diameter and will change position accordingly. The
potential is resampled at each compartment along the
axon’s 21 nodes of Ranvier length. Using this method
both models were tested with the same FEM potential
data, but resampled to their specific compartment
positions. The resampling is implemented within the
‘black box’ axon model, and only the output response
is used for comparison, i.e. the model response to a set
of input parameters as shown infigure 3.

2.3.1. Point source
Both Model I and II were externally excited using a
cathodic current point source, −1 mA, generated
usingMATLAB® using equation (6),

* * *
j
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where j (V) is the potential at any point which is
the result of the static current I(t) (mA) through
the homogeneous 0.3 s m−1 bulk conductor, σ

Table 1.Typical application range for the twomodels.

Parameters Model I [10] Model II [5, 7]

Axondiameter (μm) Within the range 1.5 to 10 Discrete diameters: 5.7, 7.3, 8.7, 10.0, 11.5, 12.8, 14.0, 15.0,

16.0 and 2.0, 3.0 [23]
Axon segment detail Axon diameter Leakage at node andmyelin Ion

conduction: fast K+, slowK+, fast Na+
FLUT, STIN,MYSA,Node of Ranvier LeakageMYSA,

STIN (myelin) Lamellar wraps Ion conduction: slowK+,

fast Na+, persistent Na+

Pulse length (μs) Programmable Programmable

Amplitude range

(V mA−1)
0.5 to 5 (programmable) Generated output

Configuration Single cablemodel Double cablemodel

Number of nodes 21 21

Activation dis-

tance (mm)
Generated output (step 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

Running environment MATLAB®R2015b Neuron/Python,MATLAB®R2015b

Figure 2.Potential distribution from a source configured as (a) point source and (b) 3389 leadwith the second contact active. The
current is transmitted through a homogeneous volume conductor ofσ=0.3 s m−1. Sample lines in black are placed in the electric
field and used to extract the potentials used as input to the neuronmodels. The sampled potentials (inset plot at bottom left of (a) and
(b) are examples of the source data for both neuron axonmodels.
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(figure 2(a)). The neuronmodels were alignedwith the
x-axis. The sample lines were 30 mm long, centered on
the point source on the xy plane starting at 1 mm and
extend out 6 mm in 0.1 mmsteps.

2.3.2. DBS lead source
A DBS 3389 lead (Medtronic Inc., USA, radius =
0.635 mm, contact length = 1.5 mm, inter-contact
gap = 0.5 mm (figure 2(b)) was modelled and used to
generate input to both Model I and Model II. The
electric field was simulated using the FEM method
(COMSOL Multiphysics®, release 5.2, COMSOL AB,
Sweden) for one contact in monopolar mode set to
1 mA and 1 V [9]. The mesh was physics controlled
within a volume, 105×130×100 mm3 in size, and
set to extremely fine for a total of 1.3 million tetrahe-
drons with a size of 0.03 mm in close proximity to the
lead. The first sample line was placed 1 mm from the
DBS lead center. The surrounding tissue was consid-
ered homogenouswithσ set to 0.3 and 0.123 s m−1.

2.4. Simulations
In all cases, the electric field is simulatedwith a base value
of 1mA or 1 V. In practice, the simulated source
amplitude of 0.5 to 5 units in increments of 0.5 (mAorV)
was attained by scaling the sampled potentials from the
simulated potential distribution. The scaled value was
then applied to the stimulation amplitude values in the
neuron model along each of the 51 sampled potential
lines.

2.4.1. Point source
Both neuron models were set up to assess the activa-
tion distance (distance to furthest activated axon) from
the center of the point source. Simulations were run
on the same computer (Dell Latitude E6400, Intel Core
2 Duo, P8600, 2.40 GHz, 4GB RAM). The input

potential was modulated by a pulse shape (monopha-
sic rectangular, triangular or sinusoidal and biphasic
rectangular) as depicted in figure 4. The pulse width
was set to 60 μs with a repetition frequency of 130 Hz
corresponding to parameters commonly used for DBS
stimulation in movement disorders [1]. The intersec-
tion of valid axon diameters from both models
(2.0, 3.0, 5.7, 7.3, 8.7, 10.0 μm) were used for the
simulations. Simulations were done from 0.5 to 5 mA
in steps of 0.5 mA. A total of 480 stimulations were
done using the point source.

2.4.2. DBS lead
Using the DBS lead source, monophasic rectangular
pulses of 60 and100 μs at a frequency of 130 Hz, were
used to simulate all intersecting axon diameters
(2.0, 3.0, 5.7, 7.3, 8.7, 10.0 μm) and 0.5 to 5 mA in
steps of 0.5 mA for both neuronmodels. A total of 120
simulations were done for comparison with the DBS
source. In order to compare the simulated data with
previous DBS studies [7, 10, 26, 27] a more in-depth
analysiswas done forD=5.7 μm in voltagemodewith
stimulation of 0.5 to 5 V in steps of 0.5 V. Simulations
for Model I were run with axon diameters in the range
1.0 to 7.0 μm in 0.1 μm steps to find the match
with Model II[13]. The settings for Model II were:D=
5.7; L=500, FLUT length=35.0, STIN=70.5, node
diameter=1.9, FLUTdiameter=3.4, lamellas=80.

Table 2 lists the parameter set applied to both
neuronmodels for the comparison.

2.5.Data analysis and presentation
For both models, the neuron simulation data were
extracted using 0.1 mm spacing starting 1 mm from
the source center for a total of 51 parallel sample lines.
By default, output data from Model I is presented in
the form of activation distance vs. drive amplitude.

Figure 3.Model test configurationwith inputs and outputs to the ‘black box’model under test.
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Model II, however, generates output data in the form
of drive amplitude versus axon diameter [8]. This is
due to the implementation and the optimization
processes. For comparison, the output from Model II
was remapped to match the axis used for Model I.
With this remapping, the data fromModel II at lower
drive currents was too sparse.

The activation distance versus stimulation ampl-
itude was plotted for each axon diameter in groups
based on pulse shape. The difference in activation dis-
tance between the models and for the point source was
calculated for each simulation and referenced to the

output from Model I. Model sensitivity to pulse shape
was determined by computing the time integral for the
biphasic, triangular and sinusoidal input pulses as a
percentage of the reference rectangular monophasic
pulse. The time integral and the activation distancewere
compared. The simulated DBS source data was plotted
to verify consistency with previously published data for
Model II and simulated data forModel I and II [13].

The calculated activation distances were plotted
against each other forModel II versesModel I, and the
linear regression correlation between the outputs was
calculated.

Figure 4.Pulse shapemodulation as a percentage of amplitude, with an initial pulse duration 60 μs and a total time of 5000 μs. (a) Is a
biphasic rectangular pulse with the anodic amplitude set to 10%of the cathodic amplitude. The anodic pulse is held for 4000 μs before
returning to zero. (b) Is themonophasic rectangular pulse. (c) Is themonophasic triangular pulse and (d) is themonophasic sinusoidal
pulse.

Table 2.Model parameters used for comparison.

Parameters Applied Range

Axon diameter (μm) 2.0, 3.0, 5.7, 7.3, 8.7, 10.0

Tissue conductivity (S/m) 0.3, 0.123

Pulse length (μs) 100, 60

Pulse shape Monophasic and biphasic rectangular,monophasic triangular and sinusoidal (figure 4)
Source Point source (figure 2)
Driving amplitude 1 V, 1 mA, 3389 lead and point source.

Activation distance (mm) Calculated frompotential lines located between 1 and 51 mmwith steps of 0.1 mm from source

6
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3. Results

3.1. Point source
Figures 5 and 6 present the point source results from
Model I and Model II for activation distances versus
amplitude for each simulated pulse shape and axon
diameter. For both models, the activation distance

varied between 1 and 6 mm with increasing distance
for stimulation amplitude and axon diameter.

Under Model I simulation conditions, for D=
5.7 μm, 3mA stimulation amplitude and a biphasic
pulse, the activation distance reached 3.7mm
(figure 5(a)). The corresponding activation distance
fromModel II was 2.6 mm (figure 6(a)). The activation

Figure 5. Single cablemodel (Model I) activation distance (mm) versus simulation amplitude (mA) for the four pulse shapes with a
point source. Plots are arranged such that the driving pulse is (a) biphasic rectangular, (b)monophasic rectangular, (c)monophasic
triangular, and (d)monophasic sinusoidal.

Figure 6.Double cablemodel (Model II). Activation distance (mm) versus stimulation amplitude (mA) for the four pulse shapes for a
point source. Plots are arranged such that the stimulation pulse shapes are (a) biphasic rectangular, (b)monophasic rectangular, (c)
monophasic triangular, and (d)monophasic sinusoidal.
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distance trend for the other pulse shapes across all axon
diameters at 3 mA was similar in both models
(figure 7(a)). Model II showed consistently shorter acti-
vation distances for all simulated axon diameters com-
pared to Model I (figure 7(b)). The difference in
activation distance ranged from −0.2mm
(D=2.0 μm) to −1.1mm (D=5.7 μm) and depen-
ded onaxondiameter andpulse shape.

Biphasic and monophasic rectangular pulses gave
the furthest activation distances, followed by the sine
and finally the triangular pulses (figure 7(a)). Both
models were sensitive to the pulse shapes (table 3). The
correlation between themodels was high andR2 varied

between 0.93 and 0.99, although the regressions do not
have a zero crossing as presented in plots (figure 8).

3.2.DBS lead
Figure 9 present the results fromModel I andModel II
for activation distances versus amplitude (voltage
stimulation) for monophasic pulse shape and axon
diameter as simulated with the DBS lead. The activa-
tion distance followed the same trend for the DBS
3389 lead as source compared to the point source
(figures 8, 10). The activation distance for the two
models are visualized together with previously pre-
sented data from McIntyre et al [13]. It is seen that
the activation distance for D=5.7 μm (Model II)
matches with the 3.2 μm axon diameter in Model I.
Figure 10 compares the two model outputs for two
pulse widths 60 and 100 μs, and two volume conduc-
tivities, 0.123 and 0.3 s m−1 for a monopolar pulse in
current stimulation mode. The linear regression
correlationwas R2>0.98.

4.Discussion

In this study, a single and a double neuron cablemodel
adapted for use in DBS studies were compared. They

Figure 7. (a)Comparison of the activation distances for a point source between single (Model I) and double (Model II) cablemodels
for the four pulse shapes and axon diameters at 3 mA stimulation. (b)Difference in activation distanceModel II is fromModel I. The
two smallest axons (2.0 and 3.0 μm)were added toModel II after themodel was released and have best agreementwithModel I
generated activation distances.

Table 3. Simulated change in activation distance as a percentage of
themonophasic rectangular pulse (100%) compared to the time
integral for all pulse shapes for the 60 μs input pulse on a
5.7 μmaxon.

Source Biphasic Rec. Triangular Sinusoidal

Pulse shape—time

integral

100% 51% 64%

Model I - activation

distance

100% 77% 85%

Model II - activation

distance

99% 78% 83%

8
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both show similar sensitivity to axon diameter,
stimulation amplitude, and pulse shape. At the shorter
axon diameters there was a very good agreement
between the model outputs. The simulations, how-
ever, showed a systematic difference in activation
distance with increased axon diameter with the best
agreement for the two smallest axon diameters,
implemented after model release. Possible reason for
this deviation can be attributed to the myelin length
calculation, the ion channel selection as well as
physiological data behind themodels.

A major difference between the models is the
implementation of the internodal length (L). Model I

calculates L for each simulation equations (1)–(2)
whereas Model II sets the L based on tabulated data
[5]. For comparison, L for the two models are pre-
sented in table 4. As an example, the axon diameter of
5.7 μm use an L of 0.500 mm in Model II and
0.726 mm in Model I. The DBS simulations and pre-
viously publishedModel II activation distance [13] for
the 5.7 μm axon are in agreement, and match the
simulations in Model I for a 3.2 μm axon diameter
(figure 9). For the axon diameter of 3.2 μm, however,
the calculated L is 0.357 mm. This deviation indicates
that L alone is not enough to explain the differences in
activation distance. Another difference between the

Figure 8.Correlation of data forModel II versusModel I for a pulse width of 100 μs and a tissue equivalent conductivity of 0.3 s m−1,
point source. The plots for (a) biphasic rectangular pulse, (b)monophasic rectangular pulse, (c)monophasic triangular and (d)
monophasic sinusoidal wave shapes.

Figure 9.Comparison of previous data forModel II [13]with simulatedModel II data, andModel I data at 100 μs pulse width and
5.7 μmaxon diameter for the 3389DBS lead source. A 3.2 μmaxonModel I simulationmatching the published datawas also plotted
for comparison. Stimulation parameters are: rectangularmonophasic pulse, pulse repetition rate of 130 Hz, and current drive. In
current drivemode, theModel I equivalent axon diameter is 3.2 μmfor aModel II 5.7 μmaxon.
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models is that Model I implements fast Na+ and fast
and slow K+ ion channels and models axon diameters
in the continuous range. Model II, however, imple-
ments the fast Na+, slow K+ and persistent Na+ ion
channels covering fixed axon diameters. Both models
are built on physiological data but implemented in
slightly different ways. Model I is based on data repre-
senting mammalian mostly central nerves [7, 28–31]
andModel II is mostly peripheral nerves [5, 7]. Due to
the complexity of Model II it also requires a more
detailed set of input parameters taken from the phy-
siology of the axon diameter under investigation. The
reliance on detailed physiological measure data for
Model II is a limiting factor restricting the model to a
set of discrete axon diameters.

Also the implementations differ between themod-
els. Model I is implemented in MATLAB® and calcu-
lates all model parameters from the outer axon
diameter i.e. diameter of axon and surrounding mye-
lin sheath (figure 1(a)). Model II is implemented on a
UNIX environment as a set of Python® scripts that are
directly interfaced to NEURON® software. An in-
depth knowledge of the NEURON® interface and
Python scripting is needed to be able to adjust the way
the model works. When applied to DBS simulations
both models start with COMSOL® simulations and
sampling of the electric field to extract positional elec-
tric-potential data. For Model I the data is extracted in
steps according to the mesh size, which is in turn con-
trolled by the gradient of the electric potential, and
accordingly interpolates this data to coincide with the
compartments that make up the axon. The input
data for Model II, directly interfaces MATLAB® to
COMSOL® and samples the electric potential around
the source at the required compartment positions for
the model [8]. Model I was designed to best match
reference data resolving an activation distance for a
single extra-cellular stimulation event. It presumes
axons at rest where each extra-cellular trigger is inde-
pendent from any previous event. Model II, however,
was designed to best match referenced data given an
input train of 10 extra-cellular stimulation events. It
has memory of the previous state of the axon and
requires the 10 extra-cellular pulse train input to

Figure 10.Comparison ofModel II versusModel I for the 3389 lead and all axon diameters for current stimulation. (a) 0.3 s m−1 and
60 μs pulse width, (b) 0.3 s m−1 and 100 μs pulse width, (c) 0.123 s m−1 and 60 μs pulsewidth, (d) 0.123 s m−1 and 100 μs pulse
width.

Table 4. Internodal length for axon diameters used in the
simulations for the two neuronmodels. In the single cablemodel
(Model I) L is calculated for each simulation. For the double cable
model the internodal length is based on tabulated data [5, 23].

Axon diameter—D (μm) Model I - L(μm) Model II - L(μm)

2.0 0.182 0.200

3.0 0.328 0.287

3.2 (extra forfigure 9) 0.357 —

5.7 0.726 0.500

7.3 0.964 0.750

8.7 1.200 1.000

10.0 1.400 1.150
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properly resolve the stimulation current to attain a
defined activation distance. Since both models have
been built and validated against older axonal data, a
detailed comparison of both model outputs against
the most current published physiological data could
be a topic for future investigations.

Data presentation for the default methods used by
the respective models is different. Model I [9, 10] pre-
sents the data as activation distance versus drive ampl-
itude, whereasModel II [5, 8] presents the data as drive
amplitude versus axon diameter. To make the pre-
sentation consistent, results data from Model II was
remapped. This remapping is seen as a compression of
the data points as the curves approach lower stimula-
tion amplitudes in the output plots for Model II
(figure 6) when compared to the monotonic position
of the data points forModel I (figure 5). This compres-
sion implies that Model II has a varying resolution
based on stimulation amplitude and axon diameters
for sample lines with a spacing of 0.1 mm and 51 sam-
ple lines. Consequently, if the typical 1 mm [6, 8] sam-
ple line spacing was used, within the range presented
in figure 6 there should only be one point in the plots
for some curves. Further, between studies there are
variations in stimulation modalities (current versus
voltage) [9] and tissue conductivity [10] which influ-
ence the activation distance. In this study, we have
used a conductivity value of 0.3 s m−1 (body muscle
value) as implemented in previous studies [32] and
that reported for greymatter 0.123 s m−1 [33]which is
commonly used in DBS patient-specific electric field
simulations in voltagemode [34, 35].

Figure 7(b) suggests that the activation distance
resolved by the models has the greatest difference at
the axon diameter of 5.7 μm. This is the smallest axon
diameter used in the original Model II implementa-
tion and also the most commonly used diameter in
DBS studies applying Model II [5, 26, 28]. Sotir-
opoulos and Steinmetz [25] subsequently expanded
this model with parametric data for two smaller dia-
meters, 2.0 and 3.0 μm. Howell and McIntyre added a
3.0 μm axonal diameter in later work when studying
the role of soft tissue heterogeneity in DBS [29]. These
diameters were therefore also included in our study.
Other diameters could be added for Model II, but this
would require interpolation or extrapolation of the
input data, and thus careful validation of these results.
This could be a topic for future studies especially as
recent research has shown even thinner axon dia-
meters in the brain structures commonly used for DBS
such as the subthalamic nucleus and the globus palli-
dum internus [30, 31]. These findings justify the use of
models which implement smaller and programmable
axon diameters. An advantage available with the single
cable model (Model I) is its ability to run with any
axon diameter in the range 1.5 to 10 μm in its present
configuration.

For the point source, both models were equally
sensitive to changes in pulse shape and stimulation
amplitude (table 3) with a fixed pulse width of 60 μs,
typical for DBS treatment in movement disorders [1].
Similar responses were recorded for both models. The
activation distance was dependent upon pulse width,
pulse shape and stimulating amplitude, and can be
linked to a fixed isolevel value duringDBS patient-spe-
cific simulation of the electric field in COMSOL® as
proposed by Åström et al, [10]. As an example, pre-
vious work have shown that for a pulse width of 60 μs
and an axon diameter of 3 to 4 μm, an activation dis-
tance from a DBS electrode is equivalent to the dis-
tance described by an isolevel of 0.2 Vm−1 [9, 10, 36].
The isolevel is selected based on single cable model
simulations of presumed axon diameters in the anato-
mical brain region of interest, and theDBS pulse width
settings for the DBS lead in use [9, 10]. Ultimately,
with the use and limitations of the ‘isolevel approach’
[10, 37] the neuron simulations can be removed, redu-
cing the work to one FEM-tool. Several research
groups [17, 34, 35, 38] have already implemented the
‘isolevel approach’ as a predetermined fixed isolevel
can be ’looked up’ and used without re-running neu-
ron model simulations, allowing studies only focusing
on the FEM simulations. The method has the added
advantage of visualization of the electric field in milli-
meter scale coupled together with the patient’s own
brain images and thus makes relative comparisons
between simulations possible. These features can help
bring patient-specific DBS simulations one step closer
to the clinic.

5. Conclusions

Both the single and double cable neuron models
were equivalent in their sensitivity and activation
distance response for the input pulse shapes and
axon diameters investigated. The double cablemodel
simulations showed slightly shorter activation dis-
tances then those of Model I independent of pulse
shape and axon diameter with the smallest differ-
ences found for the smaller axon diameters. The
choice of model should be based on the study
requirements, e.g. brain target, axon diameter, DBS
electrode design. Both models can be used to define
an activation distance which relates to a specific
electric field isolevel and estimation of the VTA in
patient-specific DBS simulations.
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